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Why do I need a Catalog of Science Jokes Organized by Unit? 

 

Answer:  It is a useful component in your overall classroom management plan. 

You want your classroom to run smoothly, without unnecessary disruptions.  Structured time helps to 
promote student learning and diminishes unruly behaviors. There are a variety of techniques that can 
help you achieve that goal.  Among them are building relationships with students, having specific 
plans and activities to fill class time, and using regular routines and procedures.  Another technique 
that helps to build report and set a harmonious classroom tone is the strategic use of humor. 

Content humor can help draw the attention of students and improve their receptivity toward scientific 
information. It is also a useful tool in combating the growing distractions of the electronic classroom.  
This is in addition to establishing a positive teacher-student rapport (Wizner, 2014).  Further, the 
creation of a positive classroom climate through humor usage can minimize the feelings of anxiety 
and apprehension on the part of some students (Pranab Kanti, 2016). 

Each teacher has their individual teaching style.  Using humor will vary by subject, age group, number 
of students and both teacher and student personality.  Certainly, the purpose of this work is not to 
propose that teachers become stand-up comedians during instructional time.  It is presented as a 
resource to aid teachers in effectively managing their classrooms.  “Beyond the fun factor, humor can 
be an effective way to engage students and activate learning” (NEA). 

 

 

Pranab Kanti, D, IUP Journal of English Studies; Hyderabad Vol. 11, Issue. 1,  ((Mar 2016): 66-69.) 

McNeely, R., Using Humor in the Classroom, National Education Association (NEA).  Retrieved on 
8/31/19.  http://www.nea.org/tools/52165.htm 

Wizner, F., Instructional scientific humor in the secondary classroom, 2014, Publication Number: AAT 
3629647; ISBN: 9781321068689; Source: Dissertation Abstracts International, Volume: 75-11(E), 
Section: A.; 180 p. 

 

 

Note:  Science jokes relating to more than one topic will be listed in each section of relevance.  Over 
200 unique jokes are contained within these pages

http://www.nea.org/tools/52165.htm
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Animals 

Why did the bear dissolve in water?  It was polar. 

What do you call a drosophila who likes to drink?  A bar 
fly.  

What is a cation afraid of?  A dogion.  

What's the difference between a dog and a marine biologist?  One 
wags a tail and the other tags a whale. 

How did the herpetologist know he would be married soon?  He 
caught the garter snake. 

You would think that, if you pulled a snail's shell off, then it would 
be able to move faster.  I tried it, but they seem to be more 
sluggish. 

How do you identify a bald eagle?  All his feathers are combed over 
to one side. 

“Why the big pause?” asks the bartender. The bear shrugged. “I’m 
not sure; I was born with them.” 

Where do hippos go to the university?  Hippocampus. 

It has recently been discovered that research causes cancer in rats. 
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A dung beetle walks into a bar and says, “Excuse 
me, is this stool taken?” 

A frog telephones the Psychic Hotline and his 
advisor tells him, “You are going to meet a beautiful young girl who 
will want to know everything about you.”  So happy, the frog says, 
“Great! Will I meet her at a party?” “No,” says his advisor, “in her 
biology class.” 

What do you call a parade of rabbits jumping backwards?  A 
receding hare-line. 

Why don’t clams give to charity?  Because they’re shellfish! 

Why are there fish at the bottom of the sea?  Because they 
dropped out of school. 

There is a species of antelope that can jump higher than the 
average house.  This is due to its powerful hind legs and the fact 
that houses can’t jump. 

Why did the fisherman suddenly redirect his boat?  Just for the 
halibut. 

What does a fish say when he makes a mistake?  It was just a 
fluke! 

How did the shark plead in the murder case?  Not gill-ty. 

What did the carp say to his crush?  Don’t play koi with me! 
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What does a dolphin say when he’s confused?  Can you please be 
more Pacific? 

What did the tuna say to her overzealous partner?  I think we need 
to scale things back here. 

What did one tidepool say to the other tidepool?  Show me your 
mussels! 

What is the best way to communicate with a fish?  Drop it a line! 

What did the sarcastic otter say?  I think you’ve confused me with 
someone who builds a dam. 

Have you heard about the restaurant that caters exclusively to 
dolphins?  It only has one customer, but at least it serves a 
porpoise. 

Where do shellfish go to borrow money?  A prawn broker. 

What is a blue whale’s favorite James Bond Film?  License to Krill. 

Why are seabirds so lucky in love?  Because one good tern always 
deserves another. 

What do you call a big fish that makes you an offer you can’t 
refuse?  The Codfather. 

What did the wise papa fish tell his son?  Keep your friends close 
and your anemones closer. 
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Where does a killer whale go for braces?  The orca-dontist. 

Did you hear about the lawyer who tried to sue a shark for biting all 
his limbs off?  He didn’t have a leg to stand on. 

Why do freshwater fish cry so much?  They’re just a stream of 
emotions. 

It has recently been discovered that research causes cancer in rats. 

Breeders of lab science animals are part of the rat race. 

How did dinosaurs decorate their bathrooms?  With rep-tiles. 

What did the shark say when he ate the clownfish?  This tastes a 
little funny. 

Why did the frog take the bus to work today?  His car got toad 
away.  
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Biochemistry/Chemistry 

Why did the bear dissolve in water?  It was polar. 

A neutron walks into a bar and asks the bartender how 
much for a drink.  The bartender says, “For you, no 
charge.” 

What is a cation afraid of?  A dogion. 

We just hired a molecular biologist.  Man, is he small! 

My friend asked me if I know any good jokes about sodium.  I said, 
"Na." 

You'd think that atoms bonding with other atoms would mean they're 
being friendly.  Actually they steal each other's electrons.  How 
ionic. 

My teacher told me to write a thousand words on acid.  My pen 
turned into a gorilla and the floor melted. 

I don't trust atoms...They make up everything. 

Why did the acid go to the gym?  To become a buffer solution. 

Two scientists went into a restaurant.  The first scientist said, "I 
think I'll have an H2O."  The second scientist said, "I think I'll have 
an H2O too."  The second scientist died. 
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Did you hear oxygen and magnesium got together?  OMg! 

A proton and a neutron were walking down the street one day.  
Suddenly the proton stops and says, "Wait, I think I dropped an 
electron. Will you help me look for it?"  The neutron says, "Are you 
sure?"  The proton replies, "I'm positive." 

The name's Bond. Ionic Bond. Taken, not shared. 

What happened when oxygen went on a date with potassium?  It 
went OK. 

A student was in science class today and the teacher asked him to 
name an element.  He stood in front of her and shouted, 
"AHHHHH!"  Startled, the teacher said, "Oh my, what was that?"  
The student said, "The element of surprise.” 

What do you call a scientific plant?  Chemis-tree. 

If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the precipitate. 

Why do you go to jail for throwing Sodium Chloride at somebody?  
Because it's a salt. 

What did the scientist say when he discovered two isotopes of 
Helium?  HeHe. 

I asked my friend from Spain if silicon is spelled the same way in 
Spanish.  She said, "Si." 
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A hug without u is like Mercury.  Hg. 

A biologist and a physicist got married but they soon got divorced.  
There was just no chemistry. 

What fruit contains Barium and double Sodium?  BaNaNa. 

You're so hot you denature my proteins. 

Wanna to hear a Potassium joke?  K 

They call him DJ Enzyme because he always breaks it down. 

I can eat sugar with either hand… I’m ambidextrose. 

You’re like an exothermic reaction, you spread your hotness 
everywhere! 

The teacher asked, “What is the chemical formula for water?”  One 
student replies, “HIJKLMNO!!!”  The teacher asks, “Where did you 
get that from?”  The student replies, “Yesterday you said it was H 
to O!” 

What element is a girl’s future best friend?  Carbon. 

Do you like Science? Because I’ve got my ion you! 

Don’t drink water while studying…concentration decreases when 
you add water. 

Poop jokes aren’t my favorite, but they’re a solid #2. 
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There are two reasons not to drink toilet water.  Number one and 
number two. 

If H2O is water, what is H2O 4?  Drinking, bathing, washing, 
swimming, etc. 

What do you call a sewer expert?  A connoissewer. 

What do you call an acid with attitude?  A meano-acid. 

I like looking at a chart of all the chemical elements...Periodically. 

I've accidentally swallowed some Scrabble tiles.  My next poop could 
spell disaster. 

What do you call a fake noodle?  An impasta. 
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Cellular Energy 

Why couldn't the plants escape prison?  Because 
their cells were surrounded by walls. 

How do you recognize a native American cell 
biologist?  He lives in ATP. 

If I go to jail, my nickname will be mitochondria so I'm the 
powerhouse of the cell. 

One plant says to another, "Are you hungry?"  The other replies, "I 
could use a light snack." 

When you breathe, you inspire. When you do not breath, you expire. 

Arbor Day is a wonderful day to branch out and learn 
something about the environment! 

A photon checks into a hotel. When asked if it needs a 
bellman, it responds “No, I’m traveling light” 

Whenever I feel blue, I start breathing again. 

When you dream in color, is it a pigment of your imagination?  

What kind of plant grows on your hand? A palm tree. 
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Classification 

Why couldn't the plants escape 
prison?  Because their cells were 
surrounded by walls. 

One plant says to another, "Are you 
hungry?"  The other replies, "I could 
use a light snack." 

What do you call a scientific plant?  
Chemis-tree. 

Why did the protist cross the road? 
It was time to split. 

Veterinarians are starting to use advanced diagnostic equipment, 
previously only available for humans, on domestic animals.  They 
equipment they are using are CAT and PET scanners. 

Two protists were walking down the street. The amoeba asked, 
“How do you get around without any pseudopodia?” The 
paramecium replied, “A cilia question I’ve never heard!” 

What types of flowers do bacteria like?  Germaniums. 

Why did the bacteria cross the microscope?  To get to the other 
slide. 
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Why did the protist cross the road?  He was stuck to the chicken’s 
butt. 

What did the male bacteria say to the female bacteria?  Who needs 
biology when we have chemistry! 

What did one bacteria say to the other bacteria?  Your gene pool 
could use a little chlorine. 

Mushrooms always grow in damp places.  That’s why they look like 
umbrellas. 

Breeders of lab science animals are part of the rat race. 

What kind of plant grows on your hand? A palm tree. 

What does a woody plant drink? Root Beer.  

How do trees settle a disagreement?  They sign a tree-ty.  

Why did the plant leaf go to the doctor? Because it was feeling 
green. 

If a plant is sad do the other plants photosympathize with it? 
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Ecology 

What's the difference between a dog and a marine biologist?  One 
wags a tail and the other tags a whale. 

How did the herpetologist know he would be married soon?  He 
caught the garter snake. 

How do you identify a bald eagle?  All his feathers 
are combed over to one side. 

Did you hear the one about the recycling family of 
triplets?  Their names are Polly, Ethel and Ian. 

Why do scientists like nitrates so much?  Because they're cheaper 
than day rates. 

Arbor Day is a wonderful day to branch out and learn something 
about the environment! 

Veterinarians are starting to use advanced diagnostic equipment, 
previously only available for humans, on domestic animals.  They 
equipment they are using are CAT and PET scanners. 

What did the shark say when he ate the clownfish?  This tastes a 
little funny. 

Why did the frog take the bus to work today?  His car got toad 
away. 
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A dung beetle walks into a bar and says, “Excuse me, is this stool 
taken?” 

Two fish swim into a concrete wall. The one turns to the other and 
says DAM! 

What do you call a sewer expert?  A connoissewer. 

Did you hear someone broke into the local police station and stole 
the toilet?  Right now, the cops have nothing to go on. 

Why don’t clams give to charity?  Because they’re shellfish! 

Why are there fish at the bottom of the sea?  Because they 
dropped out of school. 

Why did the fisherman suddenly redirect his boat?  Just for the 
halibut. 

What does a fish say when he makes a mistake?  It was just a 
fluke! 

If a dog gave birth to puppies near the road would it be cited for 
littering? 

How did the shark plead in the murder case?  Not gill-ty. 

What did the carp say to his crush?  Don’t play koi with me! 

What does a dolphin say when he’s confused?  Can you please be 
more Pacific? 
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What did the lobsterman say when his crate turned up empty?  It a-
piers we have a problem. 

What did the tuna say to her overzealous partner?  I think we need 
to scale things back here. 

What did one tidepool say to the other tidepool?  Show me your 
mussels! 

What is the best way to communicate with a fish?  Drop it a line! 

What did the sarcastic otter say?  I think you’ve confused me with 
someone who builds a dam. 

Have you heard about the restaurant that caters exclusively to 
dolphins?  It only has one customer, but at least it serves a 
porpoise. 

Where do shellfish go to borrow money?  A prawn broker. 

What did the Ocean say to the shore?  Nothing. It just waved. 

What is a blue whale’s favorite James Bond Film?  License to Krill. 

Where does seaweed look for a job?  In the kelp-wanted section. 

What lies at the bottom of the ocean and twitches?  A nervous 
wreck. 

What does seaweed say when it’s stuck at the bottom of the sea?  
“Kelp! Kelp!” 
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Why are seabirds so lucky in love?  Because one good tern always 
deserves another. 

Why didn’t the two algae ever have sex?  Because they had a 
planktonic relationship 

What do you call a big fish that makes you an offer you can’t 
refuse?  The Codfather. 

What did the wise papa fish tell his son?  Keep your friends close 
and your anemones closer. 

Where does a killer whale go for braces?  The orca-dontist. 

Did you hear about the lawyer who tried to sue a shark for biting all 
his limbs off?  He didn’t have a leg to stand on. 

Why do freshwater fish cry so much?  They’re just a stream of 
emotions. 

Mushrooms always grow in damp places and so they look like 
umbrellas. 

Geology rocks! 

Insect puns bug me. 

I woke up this morning and forgot which side the sun rises from.  
Then it dawned on me. 

What do you call Dracula with hay fever?  The pollen Count. 
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Wind turbines.  I'm a big fan. 

You would think that, if you pulled a snail's shell off, then it would 
be able to move faster.  I tried it, but they seem to be more 
sluggish. 

What do you call a parade of rabbits jumping backwards?  A 
receding hare-line. 

Two silkworms had a race.  They ended up in a tie. 

What do you call a flying turtle?  A shellicopter. 

My pet turtle died.  I'm not upset - just shell-shocked. 

How do turtles communicate with each other?  With shell phones. 

What kind of photos do turtles take?  Shell-fies. 

What is a Leatherback Sea Turtles favorite sandwich?  Peanut 
butter and jellyfish. 

What do turtles do when one of them has a birthday?  They have a 
shell-ebration. 

What do you call a famous  turtle?  A shell-ebrity. 

There is a species of antelope that can jump higher than the 
average house.  This is due to its powerful hind legs and the fact 
that houses can’t jump. 
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What's the name of the new Tom Cruise eco-thriller?  Mission 
Compostable. 

Why does a Time Magazine survey state only 85% of Americans 
think global warming is happening? The other 15 percent work for 
the oil industry.   

What kind of plant grows on your hand? A palm tree.  

What does a tree drink? Root Beer.  

“Why the big pause?” asks the bartender. The bear shrugged. “I’m 
not sure; I was born with them.” 

How do trees settle a disagreement?  They sign a tree-ty.  

Why did the leaf go to the doctor? Because it was feeling green.  

How do oil companies deal with tanker spills? Slick lawyers.  

If a plant is sad do the other plants photosympathize with it? 
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Evolution 

I don't know what carbon dating is, but I'll try anything at this 
point... 

A thesaurus is an ancient reptile with an excellent vocabulary.  

Sterility is hereditary: If your 
grandfather didn't have 
children and your father didn't 
have children, you won't have 
children too. 

Which dinosaur could never decide whether to leave or not?  A 
stay-go-saurus. 

How did dinosaurs decorate their bathrooms?  With rep-tiles. 

How do you invite a dinosaur for lunch?  Tea, Rex? 

What do you call a dinosaur at the rodeo?  A bronco-saurus. 

Why can't you hear a pterodactyl when they go to the bathroom?  
Because the 'P' is silent. 

What do you call someone who tells too many dinosaur jokes?  A 
dino-bore. 

What do you get when you cross a tyrannosaurus rex with 
explosives?  Dino-mite. 
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Genetics 

What do you call an acid with attitude?  A meano-acid. 

What is the fastest way to determine the sex of a 
chromosome? Pull down its genes. 

What do DNA helicase and perverts have in 
common? They both want to unzip your genes. 

What do you call a drosophila who likes to drink?  A 
bar fly. 

Which biochemicals wash up on beaches?  
Nucleotides. 

How do you eat DNA-spaghetti?  With a replication fork. 

What was the biologist wearing on his first date with a hot chick?  
Designer genes. 

Why are men sexier than women? You can't spell sexy without XY. 

What's a pirate's favorite amino acid?  Arrrrrr-ginine. 

I wish I was adenine, then I could get paired with U. 

What did Gregor Mendel say when he founded genetics? Woo-pea! 

What did one bacteria say to the other bacteria?  Your gene pool 
could use a little chlorine. 
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Sterility is hereditary: If your grandfather didn't have children and 
your father didn't have children, you won't have children too. 

When I finally worked out the secret to cloning, I was beside 
myself. 
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Human Body 

A man ended up in hospital today, covered in wood and hay, with a 
horse inside him.  His condition is described as 
stable. 

Regular visitors to the dentist are familiar with the 
drill. 

What did the stimulus do to the neuron after they got 
married?  It carried it over the threshold. 

The teacher told the class he would be lecturing about the liver and 
spleen.  One student got up to leave because he didn’t want to hear 
an organ recital. 

A red blood cell walked into a busy restaurant.  The hostess asked, 
"Would you like to sit at the bar?"  The cell said, "No thanks, I'll 
just circulate." 

What do you call an oral hygiene product for the brain?  Neural 
Crest. 

Is there a big difference between male and female anatomy?  Yes, 
there is a vas deferens. 

Did you hear about the guy whose whole left side was cut off?  He's 
all right now. 
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What did the left eye say to the right eye?  Between you and me, 
something smells. 

How do you make a tissue dance?  Put a little boogie in it. 

Where do they send the criminal neurons?  To the chain ganglion. 

What did the femur say to the patella?  I kneed you. 

Two blood cells met and married, but, alas, it was all in vein. 

Where do hippos go to the university?  Hippocampus. 

An interesting paradox: Noses run but feet smell. 

I can eat sugar with either hand… I’m ambidextrose. 

Why didn’t the skeleton cross the road? He didn’t have the guts! 

A dung beetle walks into a bar and says, “Excuse me, is this stool 
taken?” 

Organ donors really put their heart into it. 

An infectious disease walks into a bar.  The bartender says, “We 
don’t serve your kind here.”  It replies, “Well, you’re not a very 
good host.” 

Did you hear about the Buddhist who refused Novocain during a root 
canal? His goal: transcend dental medication. 

What did one volcano say to the other volcano?  Nice ash! 
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Poop jokes aren’t my favorite, but they’re a solid #2. 

There are two reasons not to drink toilet water.  Number one and 
number two. 

What does a brain do when it sees a friend across the street? It 
gives a brain wave. 

What did the neuron say to the glia cell? Thanks for the support! 

What do neurons use to talk to each other? A cellular phone.  

If some of Fred Flintstone’s neurotransmitters could talk, what 
would they say? “GABA-daba-doo!” 

What did the angry brain say to the nociceptor? “You’re a real 
pain.” 

What did the hippocampus say during its retirement speech? 
Thanks for the memories. 

What do you call a skull without 1 billion neurons? A no-brainer. 

What did parietal say to frontal? I lobe you. 

What happens when a neurotransmitter falls in love with a 
receptor? You get a binding relationship. 

Do you find bone puns humerus? 

Sue broke her finger today, but on the other hand she was 
completely fine. 
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What do you call Dracula with hay fever?  The pollen Count. 

Never lie to an x-ray technician.  They can see right through you. 

There was a recent study that tried to pinpoint the effect that 
alcohol had on walking.  The result was staggering. 

My Grandmother is having trouble with her new stair lift.  It's 
driving her up the wall. 

A small boy swallowed some coins and was taken to hospital.  When 
his grandmother telephoned to ask how he was, the nurse said, "No 
change yet". 

Yesterday I accidentally swallowed some food coloring.  The doctor 
says I'm OK, but I feel like I've dyed a little inside. 

I've accidentally swallowed some Scrabble tiles.  My next poop could 
spell disaster. 

Did you hear about the guy who got hit in the head with a can of 
soda?  He was lucky it was a soft drink. 

What does the dentist of the year get?  A little plaque. 

A book just fell on my head.  I've only got my shelf to blame. 
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Reproduction 

We have to stop talking about mitosis...It's such a 
divisive issue. 

Why are men sexier than women? You can't spell sexy 
without XY. 

Is there a big difference between male and female anatomy?  Yes, 
there is a vas deferens. 

What did one cell say to his sister cell when she stepped in his toe?  
Mi-to-, sis. 

What did the male stamen say to the female pistil?  I like your 
"style". 

A couple of biologists had twins.  One they called John and the other 
control. 

What did the conservative biologist say? The only cleavage I want to 
see is at the cellular level. 

Why did the bacteria fail the math test? He thought multiplication 
was the same as division. 

The philosopher asked the linguist “What if, instead of periods, 
women had apostrophes?” The linguist replied, “Then women would 
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be more possessive, and they would have more frequent 
contractions.” 

When I finally worked out the secret to cloning, I was beside 
myself. 

If a dog gave birth to puppies near the road would it be cited for 
littering? 

What do you call a parade of rabbits jumping backwards?  A 
receding hare-line. 
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Scientific Inquiry/General 

Science 

I’m reading a book about anti-gravity.  It’s so good I 
can’t put it down. 

What do you call a drosophila who likes to drink?  A 
bar fly. 

What do you call an educated tube?  A graduated cylinder. 

My son came home from school and said, "My teacher gave me a B 
for my biology practical."  I said, "That's good."  He said, "Not 
really. Everyone else got a frog to cut up." 

We just hired a molecular biologist.  Man, is he small!  

What do you call a member of the financial staff of the faculty of 
Biology?  A buy-ologist. 

A couple of biologists had twins.  One they called John and the other 
control. 

A bacteriologist is a man whose conversation always starts with the 
germ of an idea. 

It has recently been discovered that research causes cancer in rats. 
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A biologist and a physicist got married but they soon got divorced.  
There was just no chemistry. 

Why did the frog take the bus to work today?  His car got toad 
away. 

What did the thermometer say to the graduated cylinder?  You may 
have graduated but I've got many degrees. 

Veterinarians are starting to use advanced diagnostic equipment, 
previously only available for humans, on domestic animals.  They 
equipment they are using are CAT and PET scanners. 

When the astronomy department found out their top professor was 
not going to get the Nobel prize this year, they decided to throw a 
party for her and give her a constellation prize. 

Why did the scientist take out his doorbell? He wanted to win the 
no-bell prize! 

Why are conspiracy theories like moon landings? Because they’re 
all fake. 

How do scientists freshen their breath? With Experi-Mints! 

A frog telephones the Psychic Hotline and his advisor tells him, 
“You are going to meet a beautiful young girl who will want to know 
everything about you.”  So happy, the frog says, “Great! Will I meet 
her at a party?” “No,” says his advisor, “in her biology class.” 
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I love the way the earth rotates.  It really makes my day. 

What was the name of the first Electricity Detective? Sherlock 
Ohms. 

What did the male bacteria say to the female bacteria?  Who needs 
biology when we have chemistry! 

How does NASA organize a company party? They planet. 

It has recently been discovered that research causes cancer in rats. 

A biologist, a chemist and a statistician are out hunting.  The 
biologist shoots at a deer and misses five feet to the left.  The 
chemist shoots at the same deer and misses five feet to the right.  
The statistician shouts, "We got him!" 

Where does bad light end up?  In prism. 

Breeders of lab science animals are part of the rat race. 

I woke up this morning and forgot which side the sun rises from.  
Then it dawned on me. 

Never lie to an x-ray technician.  They can see right through you. 

A small boy swallowed some coins and was taken to hospital.  When 
his grandmother telephoned to ask how he was, the nurse said, "No 
change yet". 
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Yesterday I accidentally swallowed some food coloring.  The doctor 
says I'm OK, but I feel like I've dyed a little inside. 

Getting paid to sleep would be a dream job. 

A man ended up in hospital today, covered in wood and hay, with a 
horse inside him.  His condition is described as stable. 

Regular visitors to the dentist are familiar with the drill. 

What does the dentist of the year get?  A little plaque. 

You can tell the sex of an ant by dropping it in a bowl of water.  If it 
sinks: Girl ant; If it floats: Boy-ant 

Don't trust people that do acupuncture, they're back stabbers. 

Did you hear about the claustrophobic astronaut?  He needed a little 
space. 
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Study of Life 

How does Juliet maintain a constant body 
temperature?  Romeostasis. 

Where do you bury dead people?  Asymmetry. 

A bacteriologist is a man whose conversation 
always starts with the germ of an idea. 

At NIH (National Institute of Health), there is a sign on the door of 
a microbiology lab that reads "STAPH ONLY!" 

Why did the amoeba cross the road? It was time to split.  

Why did the bacteria fail the math test? He thought multiplication 
was the same as division. 

A dung beetle walks into a bar and says, “Excuse me, is this stool 
taken?” 

An infectious disease walks into a bar.  The bartender says, “We 
don’t serve your kind here.”  It replies, “Well, you’re not a very 
good host.” 

A paramecium and an amoeba were walking down the street. The 
amoeba asked, “How do you get around without any pseudopodia?” 
The paramecium replied, “A cilia question I’ve never heard!” 

What types of flowers do bacteria like?  Germaniums. 
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Why did the bacteria cross the microscope?  To get to the other 
slide. 

Why did the paramecium cross the road?  He was stuck to the 
chicken’s butt. 

Why did the bacteria cross the road?  To prove he wasn’t chicken. 

What did one bacteria say to the other bacteria?  Let’s make like 
an amoeba and split. 

What do you call a sewer expert?  A connoissewer. 

What do you call a fake noodle?  An impasta. 
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Thanks for reading! 

If you liked this book, you’ll love these! 

 
Find books from G. Katz Chronicles: 

www.gertrudekatzchronicles.com 

or search G. Katz Chronicle on Amazon!  

http://www.gertrudekatzchronicles.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s?i=stripbooks&rh=p_27%3AG.+Katz+Chronicle
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